# McDonald Observing Schedule -- October 2009

| DATE (Civil) | 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6 | 7 | 8 | 9 | 10 | 11 | 12 | 13 | 14 | 15 | 16 | 17 | 18 | 19 | 20 | 21 | 22 | 23 | 24 | 25 | 26 | 27 | 28 | 29 | 30 | 31 |
|-------------|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|
| DAY OF WEEK | Th | F  | Sa | Su | M  | Tu | W  | Th | F  | Sa | Su | M  | Tu | W  | Th | F  | Sa | Su | M  | Tu | W  | Th | F  | Sa | Su | M  | Tu | W  | Th | F  | Sa | Su |
| PHENOMENA   |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |
| 2.7m        |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |
| 1st Equipment | DLL | DLL | DLL | DLL | MA | MA | MA | MA | TS | TS | GB | GB | GB | GB | GB | GB | GB | KG | KG | KG | KG | KG | KG | KG | JA | JA | JA | ME | ME | ME | ME | WDC |
| 2nd Equipment | CS23 | CS23 | CS23 | TS3 | TK3 | TK3 | TK3 | TK3 | CS23 | CS23 | CS23 | TK3 | TK3 | TK3 | TK3 | CS23 | VT | VP | VP | VP | VP | VP | VP | VP | VP | VP | CS23 | CS23 | CS23 | CS23 | CS23 |
| GUIDER      | APG | APG | APG | APG | APG | APG | APG | APG | APG | APG | APG | APG | APG | APG | APG | APG | APG | APG | APG | APG | APG | APG | APG | APG | APG | APG | APG | APG | APG | APG |
| 2.1m        |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |
| FOCUS       |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |
| 0.9m        |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |
| PROGRAM     |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |
| 0.8m        |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |

**OBSERVER LEGEND**

- JA=J. Adams
- MA=M. Afsar (Ege)
- JB=J. Barentine
- GB=G. Blanc
- DC=D. Christian (Northridge)
- WDC=W. Cochran
- MEC=m. Cornell
- CC=C. Crockett (Lowell)
- Pdc=P. De Cat (Brussels)
- Eng=Engineering

**DATE (Civil)**

- 1: Monday
- 2: Tuesday
- 3: Wednesday
- 4: Thursday
- 5: Friday
- 6: Saturday
- 7: Sunday

**Notes**

- Updated Mt. Locke Operations Schedules
- Updated HET Operations Schedules

**Equipment**

- LCS, ES2 = low-resolution Cass. spectrographs
- cs1, cs2 = coude spectrographs
- LCS=Echelle Spectrograph
- SES=Sandiford Echelle Spectrograph

**Focus**

- APG = MicroLuminetics
- APG = Special Visitors Night

**Guider**

- CCE=Canon Camera Eyepiece
- CC=Cass Camera Eyepiece

**Program**

- ENG=Engineering